LIST OF "A" ITEMS

for: 3195th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)
date: Luxembourg, Thursday 25 and Friday 26 October 2012

Non-legislative activities

   11838/6/12 REV 6 GENVAL 46 DROIPEN 91 JAI 473 JAIX 52
   MIGR 68 RELEX 601 COSI 65
   + REV 6 COR 1 REV 1
   + REV 6 COR 2 REV 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012

2. EU Action on Migratory Pressures - A Strategic response
   - Biannual update
      15071/12 MIGR 109 FRONT 144 COSI 88 COMIX 584
      + ADD 1
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012

3. Draft revised EU Radicalisation and Recruitment Action Plan - Updated Implementation Plan
   14582/1/12 REV 1 ENFOPOL 314 JAI 668 COTER 93
   13524/4/12 REV 4 ENFOPOL 261 JAI 586 COTER 90
   + REV 4 COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012
4. Cooperation Agreement between CEPOL and the Police Training Centre of the Albanian State Police
   14442/12 ENFOPOL 306 JAIX 80 COWEB 152
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

5. Cooperation Agreement between CEPOL and the Academy "Stefan Cel Mare" of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Moldova
   14441/12 ENFOPOL 305 JAIX 79 COEST 330
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

6. Draft Council Resolution on the creation of an informal network of law enforcement authorities and expertise competent in the field of cultural goods (EU CULTNET)
   14232/12 ENFOPOL 292 CULT 116 ENFOCUSTOM 93
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012
   + COR 1 (el)

7. C.SIS installation and exploitation budget for 2012 and multiannual table of authorised C.SIS installation expenditure (situation as at 31 December 2010)
   14355/12 SIRIS 80 COMIX 531
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

8. Multiannual estimates for C.SIS installation and operation for 2012 and 2013
   14488/12 SIRIS 83 COMIX 541
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

9. Draft Council Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to dactyloscopic data in Cyprus
   13647/12 JAI 600 DAPIX 101 CRIMORG 96 ENFOPOL 268
   ENFOCUSTOM 84
   13676/12 JAI 604 DAPIX 106 CRIMORG 101 ENFOPOL 273
   ENFOCUSTOM 86 OC 525
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

10. Draft Council Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to DNA data in Cyprus
    13648/12 JAI 601 DAPIX 102 CRIMORG 97 ENFOPOL 269
        ENFOCUSTOM 85
    13677/12 JAI 605 DAPIX 107 CRIMORG 102 ENFOPOL 274
        ENFOCUSTOM 87 OC 527
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012

11. Draft Council Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to Vehicle Registration Data (VRD) in Sweden
    14146/12 JAI 635 DAPIX 111 CRIMORG 107 ENFOPOL 287
        ENFOCUSTOM 90
    14135/12 JAI 634 DAPIX 110 CRIMORG 106 ENFOPOL 286
        ENFOCUSTOM 89 OC 526
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 10.10.2012
12. Council Decision in support of activities to reduce the risk of illicit trade in, and excessive accumulation of, Small Arms and Light Weapons in the region covered by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
   12215/12 CODUN 52 COARM 165 PESC 861 COSCE 22
   11979/12 CODUN 49 COARM 159 PESC 836 COSCE 21 OC 362
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.07.2012

   14176/12 COSDP 812 PESC 1166 COEST 325
   13890/12 COSDP 778 PESC 1118 COEST 311 OC 504
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 03.10.2012

   - Amended statements of reasons
     15186/12 COTER 102 PESC 1280 RELEX 952 FIN 783
     + ADD 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012

15. Restrictive measures against Syria
   - Letter of reply to a person subject to the restrictive measures provided for in Council Decision 2011/782/CFSP and in Council Regulation (EU) No 36/2012
     15299/12 PESC 1293 RELEX 959 COMEM 336 COARM 230 FIN 815
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012

16. Proposal for a Council Decision concluding the interim agreement with a view to an Economic Partnership Agreement between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Central Africa Party, of the other part
   - Request by the Council for consent of the European Parliament
     15075/12 ACP 202 WTO 328 COAFR 324 RELEX 941
     14757/12 ACP 199 WTO 325 COAFR 316 RELEX 922
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012

17. Draft European Council Decision concerning the number of members of the European Commission
   - Agreement on the draft text
     14214/12 CO EUR-PREP 35 INST 555 POLGEN 156
     176/12 INST 551 POLGEN 154
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 03.10.2012

18. Post Lisbon organisation of EU summits with groups of third countries
   14631/1/12 REV 1 POLGEN 162 FIN 728
   + REV 1 COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.10.2012
19. Proposal for a Council Decision on the establishment of the Union position to be adopted in
the framework of the Southern Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement (SIOFA)
   - Adoption
     14404/12 PECHE 376
     14421/12 PECHE 379
     approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 17.10.2012

20. Proposal for a Council Decision on the establishment of the Union position to be adopted in
the framework of the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation (SPRFMO)
   - Adoption
     14405/12 PECHE 377
     14424/12 PECHE 380
     approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 17.10.2012

21. Draft Council conclusions on the Report from the Commission to the Council on the
exception clause (Article 10 of Annex XI to the Staff Regulations)
   - Adoption
     14913/12 STAT 38 FIN 748
     approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 17.10.2012

_________________